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Main Walk
enter walkway at right hand end of concrete fence. Fwd along
1. From the junction walk down Square Lane for 80m & go thro’ f/g on
back of houses to main road. T/R along road, over Grove Lane,
left. Fwd, wooden fc-right, thro’ p/gs into field hg-right. Fwd to
fwd on pavement for another 100m to cross road to WMP on
reach enclosed track to junction of paths & WMP. T/R, thro p/g hgleft, and enter drive to houses.
left round to left & WMP. T/R cross-field down to outer corner of
conifer hedge. Thro’ p/g into fishing pool area, T/R pool left & thro’ 7. At end of drive left of house enter walkway, hg-left, fence panels
k/g onto road. T/L up road for 400m over s/b and thro’ k/g on right.
right. Fwd up enclosed “copse area” to k/g up left into field, T/R
hg-right to top corner. Thro’ f/g gap on right, T/L hg-left to go
2. Fwd hg-left to go thro k/g ahead. Continue hg-left to its end, T/L
thro’ fence gap on left at end of field. T/R to pick up hg-right &
thro k/g into paddock. Cross diagonally, then fwd thro’ k/g & f/b
continue up hill to the top. Keep hg-right as it comes down to
onto road (100m before farm). T/R along road to junction. Fwd for
field corner & thro k/g. T/R at waymark post, hg-right, over large
20m to x-stile on left adjacent to gate into farm drive.
hedge gap, hg-right to go thro k/g off field corner onto road. T/R
3. Up drive to go thro p/g (in f/g) on right. T/L, T/R round corner hg-left
down road, pass Corley Rocks on right, continue down to
to shortly x-stile on left into paddock. Fwd bank/fc/hg-left and at
junction right. Over junction down road for 200m to go thro k/g
outward corner H/L to x-stile into large fields. Fwd hg-left for
on left. (This field has a wood starting on its right boundary.)
approx. 800m, ignoring wide hedge gaps on left, continue hg-left.
8.
Up field hg-left to outward corner, V/R to top hedge line & via k/g
T/L thro k/g on left into farm area. T/R away from buildings down to
near corner with wire fence. Hg-right passing knoll on left to go
2nd p/g in fence ahead. (Route A see below).
thro’ k/g. Pick up hg-right for approx. 60m to take k/g on right
4. Thro’ p/g, V/L cross-field down to WMP, opposite outward hedge
into next field. H/L to go under OPL & go thro k/g next to f/g.
corner. Cross over culvert. T/R, stream right, to cross culvert, fwd
Aim for bottom (left) field corner next to M6. T/L, motorway
stream right to field corner. T/L, hg-right to cross f/b & thro’ k/g
right,
thro’ k/g then over 2 fields to main road. T/R under
shortly on right. Spinney left & then hg-left thro’ f/g to x-stile to
motorway to finish.
road. T/R up busy road for 250m until 20m past the fourth pole on
Route A At the end of Note 3: T/R at fence to go thro’ 1st k/g, fwd
right. X-stile on right.
to pick up hedge opposite. Thro’ p/g in f/g over culvert, fwd hg5. Up bank, fence right, fwd to x-stile opposite & s/b to road. Cross
left to p/g. Hg-left to p/g then k/g next to gate. Fwd along lane
over road & fwd down Whitburn Rd, as road turns left fwd into
to main road, T/R & T/L to go thro’ k/g on left, fwd hg-left & thro’
walkway right side of house. Fwd over road into walkway & then
k/g, hg-left round pool on left down to enter copse in corner.
playing field. Hg-right under OPL thro’ corner gap, fwd cross-field
Over f/b, up bank with steps & continue fwd with waymark arrow
thro’ hedge gap, to cross-field, thro’ k/g to main road. T/L down
to meet M6 boundary. T/L, M6 right, via f/b, k/g to exit copse,
road to junction & keep right over M6.
fwd M6 right. Thro’ k/g fwd up & T/R over M6 & T/R down to go
6. Shortly thro’ k/g on right along walkway into field, go left, hg-left
thro’ k/g into field, fwd to take p/g-f/b-p/g. Bear left, hedge left to
down to go over f/b (Breach Brook), x-stile, T/R to stile, T/L in front
take f/b on left. Thro k/g, T/R, hg-right up to double p/g, under
of stile & up 200m via k/g’s to meet hg corner, hg-right under OPL.
OPL & continue hg-right to go thro’ k/g into walkway. Along
X-stile, hg-right, short field, farm buildings on left to x-2 stiles.
walkway to main road. Cross straight over, enter drive &
Continue hg-right until field narrows, look for stile in left hand
continue with Note 7.
hedge. Cross stile and T/R into sports field. Hg-right along bank to

